Abstract. This paper discusses subtyping of tree-structured data encountered on the Web, e.g. XML and HTML data. Our long range objective is to define a type system for Web and/or Semantic Web query languages amenable to static type checking. We propose a type formalism motivated by XML Schema and accommodating two concepts of subtyping: inclusion subtyping (corresponding to XML Schema notion of type restriction) and extension subtyping (motivated by XML Schema's type extension). We present algorithms for checking both kinds of subtyping. The algorithms are polynomial if certain conditions are imposed on the type definitions; the conditions seem natural and not too restrictive.
Introduction
This paper discusses subtyping of tree-structured data. With the Web, the Web page markup language HTML, and the emergence of XML as data specification formalism of choice for data on the Web, tree-structured data are receiving an increasing attention. Indeed, HTML and XML documents are tree-structuredcycles induced by ID and IDREF attributes and/or links being neglected as it is common with Web query languages.
The long range objective of the research reported about in this paper is to define a type system for Web and/or Semantic Web query languages amenable to static type checking, the query language Xcerpt [7, 5] being a premier candidate for such an extension. Such a type system should support subtyping so that the well-typed procedures/methods of the language could also be safely applied to subtypes. The question is thus about the suitable concept of type and subtype. We provide a formalism for specifying types motivated by XML Schema [2] and we show two relevant concepts of subtyping: inclusion subtyping, motivated by XML Schema notion of type restriction, and extension subtyping, motivated by XML Schema notion of type extension. We show conditions for type definitions under which subtyping can be checked in polynomial time.
As XML data are essentially tree-structured, a natural approach is to view types as sets of trees and subtyping as set inclusion. To specify such types a formalism of regular expression types is proposed in [10] and inclusion subtyping is discussed. Checking of the subtyping relations can then be reduced to checking inclusion of sets specified by regular tree grammars [8] . Tree grammars are a formalism of choice for specifying types for XML documents because both DTD and XML schemas are derived from them. The inclusion problem for languages defined by tree grammars is decidable but EXPTIME-complete. It is argued in [10] that for the regular expression types needed in practice checking of inclusion is usually quite efficient. We propose a formalism which is a restricted variant of regular expression types. We argue that the restrictions reflect the usual requirements of the XML Schema, thus our formalism is sufficiently expressive for practical applications. On the other hand, it makes it possible to identify source of potential inefficiency, and to formulate syntactic conditions on type definitions under which subtyping can be checked in polynomial time.
It seems that subtyping by inclusion is intuitively very close to the XML Schema concept of type restriction, and as argued in [3] replacement of the latter by the former would greatly simplify XML Schema.
In object-oriented processing the methods of a class must be as well applicable to the subclasses of the class. Subtyping by inclusion is not sufficient to capture the notion of subclass. For example, given a type person of XML documents we may define a type student where the documents have the same elements as person augmented with the obligatory new element university, showing the affiliation of the student. This kind of definitions is supported by XML Schema mechanism of type extension. Notice that in our example none of the classes is the subset of the other. However, we would like to be able to apply all the methods of the class person to the objects of the class student. This can be done by ignoring the additional element of the input document. As the objective is static typing of the methods, we need yet another notion of subtyping, in addition to subtyping by inclusion. For our type formalism we define a formal notion of extension subtype that formalizes such situations. In this paper we outline an algorithm for checking extension subtyping and we give sufficient condition for type definitions under which the check is polynomial.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the kind of tree-structured data we want to deal with, and introduces a formalism of type definitions for specifying sets of such data. The next section gives an algorithm for validation of tree-structured data w.r.r. type definitions. Sections 4, 5 discuss, respectively, inclusion and extension subtyping. Section 6 presents conclusions.
2 Tree-structured data
Data terms
This section formalizes our view of tree-structured data. The next one introduces a formalism for specifying decidable sets of such data.
We define a formal language of data terms to model tree-structured data such as XML documents. This definition does not explicitly capture the XML mechanism for defining and using references. We note that two basic concepts of XML are tags indicating nodes of an ordered tree corresponding to a document and attributes 4 used to attach attribute-value mappings to the nodes of a tree. Such a finite mapping can be represented as an unordered tree (see Example 1 below). It should also be noticed that all group of XML Schema [2] allows specifying elements that may appear in the document in any order. These observations bring us to the conclusion that we want to deal with labelled trees where the children of a node are either linearly ordered or are unordered. We will call them mixed trees to indicate their distinction from both ordered trees, and unordered trees.
We assume two disjoint alphabets: a countably infinite alphabet L of labels, and an alphabet B of basic constants. Basic constants represent some basic values, such as numbers or strings, while labels are tree constructors.
We now define a formal language of data terms for representing mixed trees. The linear ordering of children will be indicated by the brackets [, ] , while unordered children are placed in the braces {, }.
Definition 1.
A data term is an expression defined inductively as follows:
-Any basic constant is a data term, -If l is a label and t 1 , . . . , t n are n ≥ 0 data terms, then l[t 1 · · · t n ] and l{t 1 · · · t n } are data terms.
Data terms not containing {, } will be called ordered. The data terms l[ ] or l{} are different. One may consider it more natural not to distinguish between the empty sequence and the empty set of arguments. This however would result in some extra special cases in our definitions and algorithms further on.
Notice that the component terms are not separated by commas. This notation is intended to stress the fact that the label l in a data term l[t 1 · · · t n ] is not an n-argument function symbol. It has rather a single argument which is a sequence (string) of data terms t 1 , . . . , t n (where n ≥ 0). Similarly the argument of l in l{t 1 · · · t n } is a set of data terms. Example 1. Consider the following XML document <person friend="yes" coauthor="yes"> <first-name>Francois</first-name> <last-name>Bry</last-name> <notes/> </person> It can be represented as a data term
where yes, Francois, Bry are basic constants and attributes, friend, coauthor, firstname, last-name, notes are labels.
The root of a data term t, denoted root(t), is defined as follows. If t is a constant then root(t) = t. Otherwise t is of the form l[t 1 · · · t n ] or l{t 1 · · · t n } and root(t) = l.
Specifying sets of data terms
We now present a metalanguage for specifying decidable sets of data terms, which will be used as types in processing of tree-structured data. The idea is similar to that of [10] (see the discussion at the end of this section) and is motivated by DTD's and by XML Schema.
We define the sets of data terms by means of grammatical rules. We assume existence of base types, denoted by type constants from the alphabet C and a countably infinite alphabet V of type variables, disjoint with C. Type constants and type variables will be called type names.
The intention is that base types correspond to XML primitive types. We assume that each type constant C ∈ C is associated with a set [[C]] ⊆ B of basic constants. We assume that for every pair C 1 , C 2 ∈ C of type constants we are able to decide whether or not [ 
Additionally we assume that for each C ∈ C and a finite tuple C 1 , . . . , C n ∈ C we are able to decide whether
We first introduce an auxiliary syntactic concept of a regular type expression. As usually, we use to denote the empty sequence.
Definition 2. A regular type expression is a regular expression (see e.g. [9] ) over the alphabet V ∪ C.
Thus and any type constant or type variable T are regular type expressions, and if τ, τ 1 , τ 2 , are type expressions then (τ 1 τ 2 ), (τ 1 |τ 2 ) and (τ * ) are regular type expressions. As usually, every regular type expression r denotes a (possibly infinite) regular language L(r) over the alphabet V∪C:
We adopt the usual notational conventions, where the parentheses are suppressed by assuming the following priorities of operators: concatenation, |, * (see e.g. [9] ).
It is well known that any language specified by a regular expression can also be defined by a finite automaton, deterministic (DFA) or non-deterministic (NFA). There are algorithms that transform any regular expression of length n into an equivalent NFA with O(n) states, and any NFA into an equivalent DFA see e.g. [9] . In the worst case the latter transformation may exponentially increase the number of states. Brüggemann-Klein and Wood [6] introduced a class of 1-unambiguous regular expressions, for which this transformation is linear. For such regular expression, a natural transformation from NFA to NFA results in an DFA.
Notice that the XML definition [1] requires (Section 3.2.1) that content models specified by regular expressions in element type declarations of a DTD are deterministic in the sense of Appendix E of [1] . This condition ensures existence of a DFA acceptor with number of states linear w.r.t. the size of the regular expression. It seems that this informal condition is equivalent with that of [6] . We do not put specific restrictions on our regular type expressions, but we expect that those used in practice would not cause exponential blow-up of the number of states of the constructed DFA acceptors.
As syntactic sugar for regular expressions we will also use the following notation:
where τ is a regular expression and n is a natural number and m is a natural number or ∞.
Definition 3.
A multiplicity list is a regular type expression of the form
where k ≥ 0 and s 1 , ..., s k are distinct type names.
It can be easily seen that for the language defined by a multiplicity list there exists a DFA acceptor with the number of states linear w.r.t. to the number of the type names in the list. We now introduce a grammatical formalism for defining sets of data terms. Such a grammar will define a finite family of sets, indexed by a finite number of type variables T 1 , ..., T m . Each variable T i will be associated with a set of data terms, all of which have identical root label l i . This is motivated by XML, where the documents defined by a DTD have identical main tags. It is not required that l i = l j for i = j. Our grammatical rules can be seen as content definitions for classes of data terms. So they play a similar role for data terms as DTD's (or XML Schemas) play for XML documents.
Definition 4.
A type definition D for (distinct) type variables T 1 , ..., T n , for n ≥ 1 is a set of rules {R 1 , ..., R n } where each rule R i is of the form
and E i is an expression of the form l i [r i ] or of the form l i {q i }, i = 1, ..., n, where every l i is a label, r i is a regular type expression over {T 1 , ..., T n } ∪ C and every q i is a multiplicity list over {T 1 , ..., T n } ∪ C.
Thus, we use two kinds of rules, which describe construction of ordered or unordered trees (data terms). As formally explained below, rules of the form T → l[r] describe a family T of trees where the children of the root are ordered and their allowed sequence is described by a general regular expression r. The rules of the form T → l{q} describe a family T of trees where the children of the root are unordered. The ordering of the children is thus irrelevant and it makes no sense to use a general regular expression for describing them. We use instead the multiplicity list q which specifies allowed number of children of each type. A type definition not including the rules of the form T → l{r} (where L(r) contains a non-empty string) will be called an ordered type definition.
We illustrate the definition by the following example. In our type definitions the type names start with capital letters, labels with lower case letters, and type constants with symbol #.
Example 2. We want to represent genealogical information of people by means of data terms. A person would be represented by the name, sex and a similar information about his/her parents. The latter may be unknown, in which case it will be missing in the data term. This intuition is reflected by the following grammar.
In the sequel we give a formal semantics of type definitions, which will correspond to this intuition.
Definition 4 requires that each type name maps to a label, but the mapping may not be one-one, as illustrated by the above example, where the types P erson, F ather and M other map to the same label person. This is more general than XML, where there is a one-one correspondence between element types defined by a DTD and tags (see Section 3.1 in [1] ).
Such a restriction facilitates validation of documents but excludes subtyping understood as document set inclusion. It turns out that we can facilitate validation and still have inclusion subtyping if the one-one correspondence between types and labels is enforced only locally for type symbols occurring in the regular expression of each rule of the grammar. This is reflected by the following definition. -for any distinct type variables T i1 , T i2 occurring in E i , l i1 = l i2 , and -for any distinct type constants
Notice that the type definition of Example 2 is not proper. The regular expression of the first rule includes different types M other and F ather with the same label person. Replacing (in three rules) each of them by the type P erson would make the definition proper.
A type definition D associates with each type variable T i a set of data terms, as explained below.
Definition 6. A data pattern is inductively defined as follows -a type variable, a type constant, and a basic constant are data patterns,
Thus, data terms are data patterns, but not necessarily vice versa, since a data pattern may include type variables and type constants in place of data terms. Given a type definition D we use it to define a rewrite relation → D on data patterns. Iterating the rewriting steps we may eventually arrive at a data term. This gives a semantics for type definitions.
with T i by D is defined as the set of all data terms t that can be obtained from
and t is a data term }
Additionally we define the set of data terms specified by a given data pattern d, and by a given regular expression r:
Definition 9 (of label D (T ) and type D (c i , r)). Notice that:
-Every type variable T has in D only one rule defining it, the label of this rule will be denoted label D (T ). Our type definitions are similar to those of [10] . The main differences are: 1. Our data are mixed trees instead of ordered trees. 2. Our types are sets of trees; sequences of trees described by regular expressions play only an auxiliary role. In addition, all elements of any type defined in our formalism have the same root label. In contrast to that, types of [10] are sets of sequences of trees. Allowing mixed trees creates better data modelling possibilities and we expect it to be useful in applications.
Apart of the use of mixed trees, our formalism is a restriction of that of [10] since a set of trees can be seen as a set of one-element sequences of trees. Our restriction seems not to be essential since we can also specify sets of sequences of trees by means of regular type expressions, even though such sets are not considered types. It reflects the intuition that type definitions are used for describing tree-structured data with explicitly labelled roots, and that data of the same type have identical root labels. This conforms to the practice of XML and makes it possible to design new validation and type inclusion algorithms with a potential for better complexity than the algorithms of [10] .
In the rest of the paper we consider only proper data definitions, unless stated otherwise. This results in simpler algorithms. The class of ordered (i.e. without {}) proper type definitions is essentially the same as single-type tree grammars of [11] . Restriction to proper definitions seems reasonable, as the sets defined by main XML schema languages (DTD and XML Schema) can be expressed by such definitions [11] .
Validating data terms
A data definition D describes expected structure of data and we will use it to validate given data items d, i.e. to check whether or not d ∈ [ [T ] ], for a given type defined by D. This section gives a general algorithm for validating data terms against proper data definitions and examines its complexity.
Validating ordered data terms. We first consider proper type definitions which are ordered (i.e. include no rules of the form T → {r}). In that case each [ [T ] ] is the set of ordered data terms derivable by the rules. We show an algorithm that for a given proper ordered type definition D, type name T , and data term
The algorithm depends on the fact that D is proper. This implies that for each distinct type names S, S occurring in a regular expression r from D, The algorithm employs checking whether x ∈ L(r) for a string x and a regular expression r. This can be done in time O(|r| · |x|) [4] . Alternatively, one can construct a DFA for L(r) for each regular expression in D; this is to be done once. Then the checking requires |x| steps.
The validation algorithm is described as follows.
validate (d, T ) : IF T is a type constant THEN check whether d is a basic constant in [[T ]] and return the result ELSE (T is a type variable) IF d is a basic constant then return false
This algorithm traverses the tree d. It checks if x ∈ L(r), for some strings and regular expressions. The sum of the lengths of all the strings subjected to these checks is not greater than the number of nodes in the tree. Some nodes of d may require validation against base types. The time complexity of the algorithm is thus linear w.r.t. the size of d provided that the validation against base types is also linear.
Dealing with mixed trees. We now generalize the validation algorithm of the previous section to the case of mixed terms. So a type definition may contain rules of the form T → l{r}, where r is a multiplicity list. The validation algorithm is similar, just the order of d 1 , . . . , d k within l{d 1 · · · d k } does not matter.
let N be the set of the type names occurring in r (notice that according to the definition of type(d i , r) each T i ∈ N ∪ {S 0 }, where S 0 ∈ N ), for each S ∈ N ∪ {S 0 } count the number n S of the occurrences of S in T 1 · · · T n , IF n S0 = 0 and for each S(i : j) occurring in the multiplicity list r i ≤ n S ≤ j THEN return
return false.
As in the previous case, the algorithm is linear.
Checking Type Inclusion
The main subject of this section is an algorithm for checking type inclusion. Before presenting the algorithm, we introduce some auxiliary notions. A simpler algorithm for a more restricted class of type definitions was presented in [12] . A natural concept of subtyping is based on set inclusion.
Definition 10. A type S (with a definition D) is an inclusion subtype of type T (with a definition
We will denote this as S ⊆ T , provided D, D are clear from the context.
In this section we show an algorithm for checking type inclusion. Assume that we want to check S ⊆ T for some types defined by proper type definitions D, D respectively. We assume that for each type constants C, C from these definitions we know whether [ 
We also assume that for each tuple of type constants C, C 1 , . . . , C n (where
. These facts can be recorded in tables. Notice that in the latter case it is sufficient to consider only such C 1 , . . . , C n for which [ 
(If some formalism is used to define the sets corresponding to (some) type constants then we require that algorithms for the checks above are given.)
By a useless symbol in a regular expression r over an alphabet Σ we mean a symbol a ∈ Σ not occurring in any string x ∈ L(r). Notice that if r does not contain the regular expression φ then r does not contain useless symbols. A type name T is nullable in a type definition
To introduce our inclusion checking algorithm we need some auxiliary notions. For a pair of type variables S, T let us define a set C(S, T ) as the smallest (under ⊆) set of pairs of type variables such that 
We often skip the subscript in LL D when it is clear from the context. For rules with parentheses {} we will deal with permutations of the strings from label languages. For any language L we define perm(L) = { x | x is a permutation of some y ∈ L }. Now we discuss some necessary conditions for type inclusion and show that they are also sufficient. Assume that D does not contain nullable symbols, the regular expressions in D do not contain useless symbols and D is proper. Let S, T ∈ V and
These inclusions (and the fact that D is proper and r S,D does not contain useless symbols) imply that for every type variable X in r S,D there exists a unique type variable Y in r T,D , such that (X, Y ) ∈ C(S, T ) (i.e. such that label D (X) = label D (Y )). This holds for both kinds of parentheses in the rules for S, T . Moreover, On the other hand, assume that 2, 3, 4 hold for each pair from C(S, T ). Take an (X, Y ) ∈ C(S, T ) and assume that
, where X 1 · · · X n is obtained from X 1 · · · X n by replacing the type constants occurring in X 1 · · · X n by basic constants. Then there exist
]. An analogical property holds when [ ] is replaced by {}. By induction we obtain that whenever a data term is derived from
These considerations result in the following algorithm for checking type inclusion and the proposition expressing its correctness and completeness. IF αβ = α β THEN return false
IF the checks for all the pairs from C(S, T ) succeed THEN return true ELSE return false. What remains is to check inclusion for label languages. An algorithm for LL(r) ⊆ LL(r ) follows directly from the proposition below.
Proposition 2. Let r, r be regular expressions occurring respectively in type definitions D, D . Let D be proper and r do not contain useless symbols. For each type constant C from r consider those type constants C C,1 , . . . , C C,kC from r for which
Let s be r with each type constant C replaced by r C and each type variable T replaced by label D (T ). Let s be r with each type variable T replaced by label D (T ) .
Proof. We skip the easy "if" part of the proof. Assume that LL D (r) ⊆ LL D (r ). This means that for each w ∈ L(r), LL D (w) ⊆ LL D (r ). Hence for each type variable T occurring in w there occurs a type variable U in r such that label D (T ) = label D (U ). Also, for each type constant C in w and each c ∈ [
] is a member of at most one [[C C,i ]] (due to D being proper). This holds for each type constant C from r, as each such C occurs in some w ∈ L(r) (because r has no useless symbols).
Take an x ∈ L(s). The string x can be obtained from some string w ∈ L(r) by replacing each type variable T by label D (T ) and each occurrence of any constant C by some
where, for i = 1, . . . , n, either both T i , U i are variables and label D (T i ) = label D (U i ) or both are type constants and U i = C Ti,j , for some j.
Hence each x ∈ L(s) can be obtained from a string
For the inclusion checking algorithm we also need a method for checking whether
for given multiplicity lists r, r . Inclusion (1) implies the following conditions. 
To justify the last condition, notice that an x ∈ LL(B C ,j (g j : h j )) contains at most h j and at least g j constants from
Conversely, notice that the conditions 1, 2, 3, 4 imply (1). Thus checking (1) boils down to checking 1, 2, 3, 4 This completes the description of our inclusion checking algorithm. Now we discuss the complexity of the inclusion checking algorithm. All the facts concerning the sets corresponding to type constants are recorded in tables, and can be checked in constant time. Checking inclusion of label languages is invoked by inclsubtype at most |C(S, T )| times. The latter number is polynomial w.r.t. the size of the definitions D, D . Checking condition (1) is polynomial. Inclusion checking for languages represented by DFA's is also polynomial.
5 However when the languages are represented by regular expressions it may be exponential. If however the regular expressions satisfy the condition of 1-unambiguity [6] (cf. the discussion in Sect. 2.2) then they can be in linear time transformed into DFA's. This makes checking whether L(s) ⊆ L(s ) polynomial. We obtain:
Proposition 3. The presented algorithm for checking type inclusion is polynomial for type definitions in which the regular expressions are 1-unambiguous. In a general case it is exponential (w.r.t. the maximal size of a regular expression).
Extension subtyping
We introduce in this section a different kind of subtyping, which is motivated by the extension mechanism of XML Schema. We give a definition and an algorithm for checking whether two given types are in this relation.
In our approach a type T is a set of trees of the form l(t 1 ...t n ) where l is a label, each t i is in some specific type T i , and label(t i ) = label(t j ) iff T i = T j . It may be desirable to consider another set of trees, obtained by adding children to the trees of T . We assume that the labels of the added children are different from the labels of already existing children. This restriction seems to be in conformance with the extension mechanism of XML Schema.
We will use the standard notion of a (language) homomorphism. By an erasing homomorphism we mean a homomorphism h such that h(a) = a or h(a) = , for any symbol a (from the domain of h).
The concept of extension subtype is formalized by Proof. Assume that the algorithm returns true. Without lack of generality we can assume that the sets of type variables occurring in D 1 and D 2 are disjoint.
For each (T 1 , T 2 ) ∈ C(T 1 , T 2 ) we create a pair of new rules. Consider the rule T 1 → lαr 1 β of D 1 (where αβ is [ ] or {}), the rule T 2 → lαr 2 β of D 2 , and the homomorphisms h, f used for (T 1 , T 2 ) by the algorithm. We can assume that f (T ) = T for any T not occurring in h(r 1 ). The new rules are: A T 1 ,T 2 = T 2 → lαf (r 1 )β and B T 1 ,T 2 = T 2 → lαf (h(r 1 ))β. So the first rule is a renamed rule from D 1 ; type names from D 1 are replaced by the corresponding ones from D 2 , whenever such corresponding name exists. The second one is the rule from D 2 with the regular expression replaced by an equivalent one. Notice that f (h(r 1 )) = h(f (r 1 )).
We construct two definitions The algorithm performs checks for equality of languages defined by regular expressions. Such a check can be done by converting the regular expressions into DFA's, minimizing them and comparing. The latter two steps are polynomial and the first, as discussed previously, is polynomial for 1-unambiguous regular expressions. From this fact, and from inspection of extsubtype, we conclude:
Proposition 5. The presented algorithm for checking extension subtyping is polynomial (w.r.t. the size of the type definitions involved) provided the regular expressions in the definitions are 1-unambiguous. Otherwise it is exponential (w.r.t. to the maximal size of a non 1-unambiguous regular expression).
The notion of extention subtyping introduced here seems interesting and useful, because it is close to the extension mechanism of XML Schema and an efficient checking algorithm for it exists. What is missing, is a completeness proof of the algorithm, i.e. that whenever it returns false then indeed the first type is not an extension subtype of the other. We conjecture that the algorithm is complete. The future work is to prove this. In case it turns out to be false, we intend to modify the algorithm (and/or the definition of extension subtyping), in order to develop an efficient sound and complete algorithm for checking extension subtyping.
Conclusions
We discussed subtyping of tree-structured data, such as XML and HTML documents. We proposed a type formalism motivated by XML Schema and accommodating two concepts of subtyping: inclusion subtyping (corresponding to XML Schema notion of type restriction) and extension subtyping (motivated by XML Schema's type extension). We provided algorithms for checking both kinds of subtyping. Two restrictions on the type definitions are imposed. To simplify the algorithms, we require that type definitions are proper (cf. Def. 5). For the algorithms to be polynomial, the regular expressions in type definitions should be 1-unambiguous (in the sense of [6] ). The restrictions seem acceptable; this opinion needs however practical verification.
